
Learn French fast  
with a foolproof formula 

Your live class workbook 
with Angel Pretot 

Wait, who’s that guy again? 

French learning coach Angel Pretot is a real French guy, complete with a 
love for cheese and a master’s degree in foreign language didactics. He’s 
also a polyglot and life-long language learner. 
After having taught French at many different schools, including the 
prestigious Vienna school of international studies, he founded 
frenchfluency.net to bring the most cutting-edge learning methods to French 
learners around the world, thanks to the power of the internet. 
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Key #1 
The role of the subconscious 

_______ % of what you do is not fully conscious. 

If your conscious mind and your subconscious mind disagree,  

_____________ always wins. 

The subconscious only knows___________ and _________. 

Your subconscious causes you to ____________ what it 

associates with ________ and ___________ what it 

associates with ______________. 

“The secret to success is to learn how to use pain and pleasure, 
instead of having pain and pleasure use you.” 

 Tony Robbins   

“I look forward to my French learning moment everyday. I particularly enjoy the 
podcasts” - Jeff 
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Exercise #1 
-inspired by Tony Robbins- 

1.Identify all the pain that studying French causes you or has caused you in 
the past. 

2. Identify all the pleasure you get by NOT studying French. Maybe you get to 
do something else instead, which brings you pleasure.

3. Identify all the pleasure you’ll get once you speak French and all the 
pleasure you can get while you study. 

4. Identify all the pain that you are having right now because you don’t speak 
French. 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Key #2 
What’s on the menu? 

The Pareto principle: 

80% of your_______ comes from 20% of your __________. 

__________ you learn is more important than _________ you 
learn it. 

Be extremely __________ about what you learn. 

“The fact that I get to research wine and marketing while learning French is pure 
genius.” - Shannon 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Exercise #2 
Extracted from SMARTER language goals 

1. Start with the big picture.  
Define exactly what you want to achieve with your French skills. Visualize 
yourself speaking French and write down where, who with and what you’re 
talking about. 

2. Make a list.
List every situation and every topic specifically. Think of this like creating a 
French tool box. Make a list of every tool you want to have in there. 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Key #3 
Your study in real life 

The best way to learn French is to interact with it ___________. 

How can you learn French if you’re exhausted? 

It’s only your _________ which is tired. Your ________is 

always at work. 

The daily French bath: 
When you’re exhausted, instead of watching TV/Netflix/videos in 

English, watch them in __________. 

You don’t need to understand, just ________ that you will pick it 

up. You will be amazed by the results. 

Update: An interview of Chase, recorded 6 months after this testimonial, is 

available on frenchfluency.net/roadmap - he became FLUENT! 
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A simple strategy to hit the 3 keys at once: 

Key #1- Choose _________________________________ 

Key #2- Choose _________________________________ 

Key #3- Do it ___________________________________ 

A simple French study plan that gets results: 

__________________ 

+  

__________________ 

Thank you for joining this live class with me! 
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To take your French study to the next level visit 
frenchfluency.net/roadmap for more info on 
Angel’s ground-breaking program Your Roadmap 
to Fluency. 

If you sign up for Your Roadmap to Fluency during 
this live class, you will get an exclusive follow-up 
session, worth $100. That’s twice as much 
coaching time 1on1 with Angel, for the same price!
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Students’ stories 
“I didn’t have direction, I was struggling to find appropriate 
resources and I was lacking motivation. The Roadmap solved 
these issues” - Sarah 

“ I already see the progress and have more confidence when 
speaking” - Kerrin 
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“Conversational fluency within three months” - Derek 

“I felt like Angel really understood me, my situation and my level 
of experience.” - Janessa 

“We had a lot of engaging conversations in class.” - Marcus  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“Very constructive and implementable advice” - Jingxin 

“A fun and well organized experience. I feel optimistic about 
learning again.” - Bernadette 

Read more student stories over at frenchfluency.net/roadmap 
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To take your French study to the next level visit frenchfluency.net/roadmap for  
more info on Angel’s ground-breaking program Your Roadmap to Fluency.  
But hurry up! Enrolment is only opened for a short period of time. 
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